Foundation for Success

with Best Faculty Team

+ Ultimate Personal Care

8th 9th 10th

Success in School Education + Future Competitive Exams
Dear student,

Welcome to Aims

Cracking any Top Level Competitive Examinations is all about your perseverance quotient, endurance, learning ability, managing time & stress and zeal to model the path of success drawn by the connoisseur.

To ensure your success in any competitive examination, we have designed our coaching programme in a scientific & systematic manner that develops both your knowledge and your problem solving acumen.

In our efforts to deliver quality education, we emphasise more on the need to establish one to one contact with every student and be attentive to his/her need so that the teacher can monitor individual’s progress and guide them accordingly on the way to success.

Planning and promoting your success.

Sincerely,

Abhijit Ghosh
Director, Founder Member

you have energy, we'll give you the momentum
Start Your Journey of Success at Right Time with Aims Foundation Division

Advantages of an Early START

- Getting adapted to the prerequisites of competitive exams
- Development of temperament, attitude and habits for facing the objective-based competitive exams
- Boosting of self-confidence, increase of speed in solving questions and learning time management
- Exposure to the in-depth knowledge of subjects, the approach to learn and understand them
- Higher chances of selection in competitive exams along with class-XII

Understanding the fact that it requires a systematic step-by-step process to achieve the desired success in any competitive exams. Aims proudly announces courses for 8th, 9th & 10th students.

MISSION COURSE
For Class VIII

Target Exams
Success in school Examinations
+ Foundation for Future Competitive Examinations

AIM COURSE
For Class IX

Target Exams
Success in school Examinations
+ Foundation for Future Competitive Examinations

PRE-FOUNDATION
For Class X

Target Exams
Success in school Examinations
+ Foundation for Future Competitive Examinations

Objective of the Courses:

- To get excellence in School Examination as course covers the complete school syllabus.
- To prepare student for Future Competitive Examination in a systematic manner & in stress-free environment as this course provides sufficient time to student to grasp and master fundamentals which ensures success in first attempt.
- To lay strong foundation of the following skills which not only helps a student to crack any competitive examination but are also very important and essential factors in life of an individual to get success in any dream ambition or passion.
  - Mathematical Skills
  - Reasoning skills
  - Emotional quotient (EQ)
  - Scientific Temperament
  - Intelligence quotient (IQ)
  - Competitive quotient (CQ)
- To enhance the personality & presentation skills of the students at early stage for a successful career.

Course Structure & Features:

- **Subjects Covered:** Maths, Science (Physics, Chemistry, Biology), Mental Ability & Social Science
- **Classes:**
  - Classes will be held in the Evening.
  - Each class will be of 1 hr duration.
  - not feel overburden.
  - Special Classes, Revision Classes & Extra Classes are also arranged as and when required.
Daily Practice Problem Sheet:
- To monitor student’s day-by-day progress
- To check how much the student is able to grasp during the classes
- To practice more on a particular subjects and topics.

Doubt Removal Sessions:
For each and every topic, doubt removal classes will be conducted regularly to ensure complete preparation in all aspects.

Individual Problem Solving Counter:
This unique facility is extended to all students to clarify doubts in one-to-one mode even outside the classrooms.

Study Material
- Highly systematic & complete Study Material will be provided to student’s
- Study Material covers both School syllabus, Competitive exam and also lays a very strong foundation for future competitive examinations.

Home Assignments & Checking: Student will be given Home Assignments on each chapter which they have to attempt and submit. This will be checked by our experts and will be returned to the student with remarks and suggestions for improvement.

Test Series:
- Regular Tests will be conducted on School Examination & Competitive examination pattern.
- Result of each test will be provided to the student. Mark sheet has detailed analysis of student's performance.
- Online Support: Parents can see performance of their wards online on “Student Parent Zone”

Personal Care & Counseling:
- Individual Counseling for performance Improvement by mentoring system
- Student welfare Cell
- Open Sessions
- Copy Checking
- Parents Teacher Meet

Admission Criteria: Direct admission on first cum first serve basis subjected to availability of seats.

Scholarship Test: To acknowledge the merits of young minds, scholarship tests are also conducted before the commencement of the course

How to obtain Application Form: ⚫ By Hand: From our office on cash payment of ₹ 500 ⚫ Apply online: You may buy application form online from our website www.aimsconscious.com using Credit Card/Net Banking

Courses offered at Barrackpore Division
(Session 2020-2021)

Mission Course (for Class VIII)
Aim Course (for Class IX)
Foundation Course (for Class X)

Special Features
- Coaching + Separate Hostel for Boys & Girls +
- Library & Reading Room + Academic Assistance in Any Time + Activity & Motivation Center

Workshops

Salient Features:
- Development of analytical and reasoning skills and ability to think.
- Enhancing skills for solving tedious and confusing questions with accuracy.
- Developing competitive temperament & laying of strong foundation of mathematical and scientific concepts.
- Rigorous training by our qualified, experienced & committed pool of academicians